Early returns suggest that we were correct about days gone by – it’s a fact that during the 18th and 19th centuries, whist was a mighty popular game – but incorrect about modern times: There appear to be a lot of modern whist players, and plenty of other gaming enthusiasts who are interested.

Which brings us to an intriguing possibility. Should the Green Bag host a World Series of Whist? Please let us know what you think. Send messages to editors@greenbag.org. Thank you again.
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TWEETS

The pair of tweets by Cher and Orrin Hatch republished below should have appeared in the 2018 Almanac & Reader. Alas, they did not. So, we are honoring them here.

When you've lost Cher...

DEM, The "Merrick Garland" SHIP HAS SAILED!!
Let It Go... OR... Do You Want Some 👉 To Go With Your WHINE?!?
This Tantrum Wreaks Of Desperation
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